Dear Families/Staff
We are coming to the end of our seventh week in
collective “quarantine”, and find that we are needing
one another more than ever. As the ties that bind us to
one another continue to stretch, we work even more
diligently to mend and repair the frays, in hopes that
we will emerge with bonds that have strengthened and
endured. We continue to research and test available
technologies to keep our connections flowing and
flourishing, and we thank you for your participation,
your patience, and your continued partnership.
Yours in hope,
The FCfC Team

New Videos Up on The FCfC YouTube Channel Here!

Making Space: Mood - with Author & Illustrator Christian Robinson

Dr. Marc Brackett and Brené Brown on "Permission to Feel"

At Home Activities for Infants
At Home Activities for Toddlers
At Home Activities for Preschoolers
Healthy at Home: A Toolkit for Supporting Families Impacted by COVID-19

Rainbow Over Friends Center for Children
East Grand Avenue, Fair Haven
4/24/2020

Thank you for sharing these beautiful photos of FCfC East Grand, Krissy!

Professional Development
We Invite you to Plese Listen to the Following:

Podcast: Keeping Connected With Families During COVID-19

Virtual Teaching 101 for Early Childhood Educators

E
 CE Professionals Slack Group
What is a Slack Group and how do I
join?
Slack is a messaging platform that is used by groups to communicate with each other.
In each group, there are different channels that you can join which focus on a certain
topic related to what the group has in common.
Before joining the group, you will need to get the Slack app for desktop and mobile.
Once you have the app, you can sign up for the group by clicking this link:
https://join.slack.com/t/ece-professionals/

Awareness/Advocacy
Talk It Out Hotline Information

Child Care Funds for Essential Workers:
If you know parents who are essential workers and are using alternate child care
while at work, please let them know OEC will help to pay their child care costs!
Applications are being accepted now t hrough May 22. This will be an enormous
help to workers at grocery stores, hospitals, child care programs, etc. Spread the
word and share this web page: CTCARES for Frontline Workers Child Care Subsidy Program

Thinking of adding to your at-home library?
Check out this collection of multicultural picture
books: Diverse BookFinder

Mindfulness Moment

Home - Day 1 - Recognize | 30 Days of Yoga With Adriene
Rachel Rhody, RN - Mayo Clinic
Facebook Post, April 20, 2020
“I’ve been seeing so many friends seriously beating
themselves up because they aren’t “maximizing” their time in
quarantine by organizing their closets, repainting, developing
a side hustle, becoming a piano virtuoso, exercising
themselves into a lucrative career as a swimsuit model, etc.
Everybody! Seriously. Stop. And breathe. If you’re feeling
adrift, there’s a reason. I’m about to drop some first
semester nursing school on y’all. It’s Maslow’s Hierarchy of
Needs. Humans have basic requirements (the bottom of the
pyramid) like food, water, air, shelter, sleep, etc. The
biological basics. If those are met, then the next rung of the
ladder is Safety and Security. If we feel safe and secure,
then we can climb up and start on our Love and Belonging
needs and on up the ladder we go until finally at the very tippy-top is SELF-ACTUALIZATION which would entail all of
the cool aforementioned activities. The catch is, you cannot level up until the needs at the current level are fulfilled. If
the needs remain unfulfilled, we remain stuck on our current level until the situation changes.
Friends, in the midst of a pandemic, we are dwelling in the basement of Maslow’s pyramid. How in the heck do you
think you’re going to kick butt at the highest levels when we can’t even find toilet paper for Pete’s sake. You
physiologically and psychologically aren’t built to live your “best life” right now. Your only job is to live “a life” right
now. A luxury that is being denied many which increases the pressure to really make every day count. But listen.
Every day you are here counts. Every breath you take counts.
Are you eating, drinking water, and sleeping at all these days? If so, that is a triumph right now. Cut yourself ALL THE
SLACK. Focus on the bottom level. Are you showering? Eating a vegetable once in a while? Getting some sunshine
and fresh air? Keeping some semblance of a sleep schedule? Start there. And be extra gentle and abundantly
gracious with yourself. We’ll get through this. And right now, getting through is absolutely enough.”
I love you all. Hang in there. ❤

XXOO,
Rachel

A Note from EWBC:

It does not mean to be in a
place where there is no noise,
trouble or hard work.
It means to be in the midst of
those things and still

be calm in your heart.
(author unknown)

Curriculum Night 2019:
Community Reflections on Quaker Values
How do I value PEACE?

East Grand Avenue:
Minimize distractions
Sticking to your own energy
Letting go of negative energy
Focus on self-care
Trying to be a peaceful person
Value peace with hobbies (like knitting projects)

Spend calm time with people
Take time to breathe
Under-scheduling
Listening to the quiet
Being peaceful and kind
Focused quiet

Blake Street:
Outdoors
“Me-time” aka self-care
No excess, unwanted energy
Wind down, regroup, digest, refresh
Lack of conflict, or resolution of conflict
Lying in bed after work in complete silence
Water, isolation in moments give peace (beach)
Walking in the woods, screaming in the woods
Gives stability, sets a good foundation for good energy
World peace: acceptance of everyone should give peace
Seeing happiness on loved ones, gives happiness and peace
Gives opportunity to complete tasks efficiently and effectively
Feel most peace being around family - loved ones, gives safety
After the children go to bed, opportunity to wind down and get peace
As an instructor, gives students the opportunity to talk to each other vs coming to the
teacher

